In order to meet the requirement of space payload system and the data transmission, a scheme of periodical and concurrent dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) of switching FC-AE-1553 network was proposed based on both theoretical analysis and simulation approaches. Compared with traditional solutions, the network throughput was increased by 10 times, and the time delay was decreased by one order of magnitude.
Introduction
With the continuous expansion of the number of space stations, the species of payload, and the transmission rate, the control scheme become even more complicated, which propose high demanding request to the data processing capability and system reliability [1] [2] [3] .
FC-AE-1553 as one of the protocols FC-AE is considered as the candidate protocol of aerospace due to the high real-time, high-bandwidth, high reliability and compatible with MIL-STD-1553 [4] [5] [6] [7] . Switching FC-AE-1553 network as one of topologies of FC-AE-1553can realize the concurrent operation based on switch compared to the traditional FC-AE-1553 network. The bandwidth allocation of traditional FC-AE-1553 network is the non-concurrent sequential method and the method use the time division multiplexing to share the network bandwidth [8] [9] . This method can't use the concurrent advantage of switching network, the system throughput is not improved and the bandwidth utilization is reduced. DING Fan, XIONG Hua-gang et al. [5] introduced a new method based on the traditional large-small periodical which can improve the bandwidth utilization. However, the method also use the time division multiplexing and is not based on the advantage of simultaneous operation multiple nodes.
Therefore, in order to meet the requirement of space payload system and the data transmission, the data type of payload was divided into periodic data, application data and burst data. In this paper, we present a periodical and concurrent dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) of switching FC-AE-1553 network through both theoretical analysis and simulation approaches. The performances of the proposed scheme is evaluated and discussed. Compared with traditional solutions, the network throughput increased by 10 times, and the delay decreased one order of magnitude. Figure 1 shows the architecture of switching FC-AE-1553 network which consists network controller (NC), network terminal (NT), switch and many fiber links. FC-AE-1553 network is the command/response network, and NC is the master node of the network. The data transmission was controlled by NC, and each data transmission is launched by NC. NT is the slave node and receives or transmits the data based on the NC command. The function of switch is forward the data. In our paper, the length of fiber among NC, NT and switch is [0,300m]. With the rapid development of space application system, the demanding of the exchanging information and sharing between electronic devices become higher. In order to meet the requirement of space payload system and the data transmission, the data types of payload were divided into periodic data, application data and burst data. Periodic data is accordance with a certain frequency transmitted data between NC and NT, such as timecode, telemetry data and power supply parameters. Application data is a large amount of data in some storage equipment, such as the data of science experiment or remote sensing. Bust data is the bust directive data which generated by NC. In the space payload system, the periodic data exists in NC and NT and not exists in NT and NT, application data exists in large-capacity equipment, and the burst data is only generated by NC and arrives at NT node.
Principle and Proposed DBA Method
In bus network, all data transmission between the nodes compete for the same link resource, and bandwidth utilization become lower and lower. However, in the switching network, competition and concurrent operation exist in the same link request. Therefore, we design a combination of static and dynamic periodical and concurrent dynamic scheduling scheme based on the features of the payload data. The bandwidth of FC-AE-1553 network is consider as the multiple timelines which are NC transmitting timeline, NC receiving timeline, NT transmitting timeline and NT receiving timeline. Periodic data use the static allocation, application data use the dynamic allocation and the burst data use the preemptive allocation scheme. The application data which is sent by NC use the periodic and centralized request. The scheduling mechanism is the on-demand assignment algorithm based on first in first out. The application data which is sent by NT use the allocation algorithm based on credit value ordering, the command frame is generated by NC which include all the application data business requests, periodically broadcast to all the NT nodes, and statistical itself requirements. And the process of application allocation is following. Firstly, the transmission bandwidth timeline of NC is calculated and allocated. Secondly, the starting time of the NC-NT application data is fixed in the receiving timeline of NT. And then, the bandwidth of receiving timeline of all nodes can be concurrent and independent calculated and allocated. The order of scheduling is shown in Fig.2 . The NC transmitting timeline use the assignment algorithm by priority, the largest delay of application data is firstly allocated and the larger delay is secondly allocated in the NC buffer. The receiving timeline of NC and NT use the assignment algorithm based on credit value queuing. The credit value is defined the difference between the actual bandwidth and the pre-set average bandwidth. Due to the network traffic of periodic data is fixed and the periodical is strictly, the periodic data use the static allocation method. Therefore, the transmission of periodic data is not concurrent with any other data, which is shown in Fig.3 . The burst data use the preemptive allocation because of the higher delay requirement, lower network traffic, and only NC-NT direction. The burst data insert the current FC frame and without waiting for the end of the exchange, the burst data can not interrupt the sending frame at same time. So the reservation slot should be added between the tasks of NT receiving timeline, which is shown in Fig.3 .
Simulations and discussions
OPNET simulation framework software is employed to investigate the proposed scheme. In our switching FC-AE-1553 network simulation consists 1 NC nodes, 32 NT nodes and 1 switch, which is shown in Fig.4 . In our paper, the data source exists in NC and NT nodes, the periodic data source can generate 512 byte FC frame, burst data source can generate FC frame which the length is 512 byte and the time interval obey the exponentially distributed, application use the ON/OFF model to realize the performance of self-similarity. The model of NC nodes is a four-layer structure, which is shown in Fig.5 . FC-0 and FC-1 are built by point to point duplex link model and transceiver.FC-2 is realized by finite state machine which is shown in Fig.6 . The NT node model is similar to NC which consists four-layer structure. Switch forward the FC frame and the largest number of nodes is set 32. Based on the features of the space payload system, we have discussed the network throughput, the largest delay and average delay. The parameters of the simulation are as follow:

The buffer of NC and NT are 150Mbit;  Time interval of burst data obey the exponentially distributed, and the average interval is 1ms  Periodic data accounting for 10% total data;  The NC application data load is same to NT;  DBA cycle is 1ms. We simulated the throughput, delay jitter of periodic data, the delay of application data, and the largest delay of burst data with different nodes by the periodical and concurrent DBA scheme and tradition DBA scheme, respectively. And the results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . From the result, the network throughput of 32 nodes can reach 46Gbps by the proposed DBA scheme while the throughput is 2.8Gbps by the traditional scheme, as shown in Fig7. And the largest delay and average delay of the prosed DBA scheme is lower than the tradition scheme, as shown in Fig.8 .
Conclusions
Demand for the features of space application network and the requirements of payload data, this paper design a combination of static and dynamic periodical and concurrent dynamic scheduling scheme. The DBA proposal was analyzed theoretically and the performances of switching FC-AE-1553 network based on the periodical and concurrent dynamic scheduling scheme are investigated. Our results show that compared with traditional solutions, the network throughput increased by 10 times, and the time delay could be decreased one order of magnitude. The proposed DBA scheme can provide effective solutions for switching FC-AE-1553 network design and optimization in the future aerospace missions.
